
Boot Camp Trifecta Topics 
How to Successfully Develop a Referral Source(Steve “The Hurricane”): Steve 
teaches all the proven steps he created for developing referral sources! He answers 
questions such as: Where do you go for business? How often should you visit? How 
can I get by the Gate Keeper? Why won’t the Social Worker meet with me? He will 
walk you through the qualifying process teaching you everything you need to know 
about all types of referral sources. He will show you his practical 5 step process 
that will ensure your phone rings!! 

Care Giver Retention (Kevin, IPCED): Kevin, from Institute of Professional Care 
Education will discuss tried and true techniques that marketers use subtly to capture 
more business. You are going to learn how education can help lower turnover, 
engage your care staff, and have a marketable story for your territory.  

Creating “Power Partners”(Steve "The Hurricane"): Two heads are better than one 
and marketing together is so much fun! By calling upon synergistic service 
providers in your area you can begin to grow your business exponentially. This 
presentation covers the effective techniques to form strategic partnerships, how to 
create self-duplication, leveraging relationships, Co-Marketing and Co-Sponsoring. 

Killer Campaigns (Nick Bonitatibus): How can you set your agency apart from all 
of the competition? Through this eye- opening presentation, Nick Bonitatibus shares 
the power of creating a Specialty Campaign to differentiate your business, 
branding, getting the type of referrals you are looking for, and keeping it simple. 

Marketing and Partnering with Medicare Reimbursed Agencies (Rebecca 
Jugan): Rebecca is the Director of Business Development and Coach for Hurricane 
Marketing Enterprises. She joins the team with a wealth of knowledge and 
experience in the healthcare industry. Rebecca will talk about how they think, their 
struggles, and how we can present and partner with them to maximize their census 
as well as leverage them in referral sources! 



The Art of Closing: Now that you are getting referrals, it’s time to turn them into 
clients. In this presentation, Steve “The Hurricane” will explain and demonstrate 
how to do a sales presentation from start to finish. This example is designed to close 
at a 90% rate regardless of price. Closing your referrals consistently, at a higher rate 
and more hours will increase your bottom line by leaps and bounds. 

Hiring and Retaining Millennials & Become the Employee Choice (Anne-Lise 
Gere): These 2 presentations are brought to you from Anne-Lise Gere, SPHR is an 
independent Human Resources consultant and owner of Gere Consulting 
Associates LLC. Her professional practice focuses on establishing the foundations of 
solid HR systems for growing businesses. Anne-Lise is an advocate of progressive 
HR practices, with expertise in: 

• Recruitment and talent acquisition 
• Performance management 
• Compliance (employee handbooks, job descriptions) 
• Supervisory training 

The Powers Within: An inspiring and energizing close to our event to "BLOW YOU 
AWAY"!!! 

Hiring & Managing Staff: Most private companies go through 3-4 reps before 
finding the right person.  This helps to eliminate wasting time and money by giving 
you everything needed to hire, compensate, and manage your representative.  
Accountability measures and the role owners play in supporting their efforts are 
covered. 

Getting Social Workers to Refer: The BEST techniques for getting referrals from 
Social Workers, When is the best time to approach Social Workers, What the 
common “Pet Peeves” of most Social Workers, Why Social Workers refer who they 
do. 

Drop By Visits: You want to visit referral sources, but don’t have a reason to show 
up. Find out the 5 reasons for Drop By Visits so you always have a reason, besides 
asking for the referral. 



Inquiry Management: A proper inquiry process is a vital part to every successful 
agency. Knowing how to answer the phone and handle every type of caller makes a 
world of difference in growing your business. In this presentation, Steve “The 
Hurricane” discusses who should handle the call, the five types of potential callers, 
how to properly prospect each caller, and the key information for a Client Intake 
Form. 

Nicole’s Secrets to Success (Nicole Peretti): HME Director of Operations has been 
with the company from the beginning. You saw where we were, you see where we 
are, and you know where were going. She played a key role in the success of this 
small business and is sharing her secrets with you. 

Digital Marketing (Nick Bonitatibus): Learn the ins and outs of navigating the crazy 
world of social media. Which platforms should you focus on? What do you post? 
How can you use video for your home care business? 

How to Differentiate Yourself from The Competition (Meghan Smith): Differentiate 
Yourself from the crowd! You will Learn The Benefits of Costume Marketing, How to 
be the Differentiator, and How to Utilize Personal Hobbies and Talents to Set Up 
Events with Referral Sources. 

Hot Seat: Watch as Steve breaks down a random attendees' business and gives 
them the detailed steps to take their business to the next level. 

MISSION POSSIBLE! Steve’s inspiring and energized close to our event to “BLOW 
YOU AWAY”!!! 

Building Out A Preferred Provider Network - Power Partners 2.0. (Steve “The 
Hurricane”): You know who, what, why, and how to create Power Partners, but this 
is the next level! You will learn to build a team of power partners and how to 
multiply your marketing efforts exponentially. 

Client Interviews (Steve "The Hurricane" & Clients): Hear from individuals in the 
HME coaching program and how they were able to achieve monumental success. 
These business owners and marketers, just like you, took their businesses to the 
next level. If they can do it, so can you! 



Mindful Caring - Your Compassionate and Competitive Advantage (Dr. Laurel 
Geise): What is Mindfulness? Thousands of research studies have proven the 
effectiveness of mindfulness and how it can help improve productivity, client and 
employee longevity, and many more benefits that will be discussed. 

7 HR Systems to Become Employer of Choice (Anne-Lise Gere from Gere 
Consulting): HR expert from Gere Consulting will reveal her 7 systems to improve 
recruitment and retention of caregivers. 

Increasing Revenue by Improving Client Longevity: Getting clients is hard enough 
and losing them can be devastating. Find out the techniques to improve client 
retention to increase revenue. 

Scaling for Success (Kunu Kaushal): Want to grow your Home Care Business to $10 
Million and beyond? Hear the who, what, where, when and how from someone in 
your shoes. Learn from his mistakes and watch your business soar. 

The Advanced Techniques of Facebook Advertising (Nick Bonitatibus): Are you 
advertising on Facebook? Stop guessing and don’t just post anything… see what 
works! Learn the techniques to reach your target demographic, as well as some tips 
and tricks to enhance consumer engagement. 

How to Perform an Effective Lunch and Learn In-service (Rebecca Jugan): In this 
interactive presentation, you will learn how to captivate your audience, retain 
engagement, stand out from your competitors, and generate referrals each and 
every time. 

RISE UP: Steve concludes the Boot Camp with a high energy motivational 
discussion. 


